OUTPERFORM
With higher GPM to HP ratios, Munro pumps outperform common competitor units, time after time.

OUTLAST
A cast iron body and diffuser, brass (never plastic) impeller, stainless steel wear ring and standard (not a costly upgrade) silicon carbide seal make Munro pumps longer lasting.

EASIEST
Easy installation and simple maintenance with two priming ports, a sensor port and dual chamber drain valves.

1. BRASS IMPELLER
   Longest life in its class. Offers greatest durability and reduces costly maintenance vs. common plastic impellers.

2. BUILT-IN PRIMING & DRAIN PORTS
   For start-up and maintenance convenience.

3. CAST IRON CONSTRUCTION
   Designed for long-term performance. No plastic case to warp or crack.

4. SENSOR PORT
   Allows temperature monitoring to avoid costly maintenance.

5. SILICON CARBIDE SEAL
   Proven tough to last longer.

6. CAST IRON DIFFUSER
   Assures durability for the life of the pump.

7. STAINLESS STEEL WEAR RING
   Reduces springtime oxidation and impeller friction.

8. STAINLESS STEEL BOLTS
   No more “busting knuckles” to remove bolts.

9. STEEL BASE PLATE
   Easiest, most stable mounting, with four bolt holes.